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SGA “roundabout” Tuition rising by 6 percent
election under way
Paul Fisette

the primary examples for rising
costs was health care, he said.
“Health insurance is exploding. I
believe it will be going up 25 per
cent to 30 percent this year and for
an institution that offers such ben
efits that is substantial.”
Compared with similar private
schools in the Boston region,
Suffolk appears to be offering
competitive tuition rates. While
figures for the upcoming year have
not been released for all schools,
Suffolk remains at a lower cost
then many of its local competitors.
Not including room and board,
Emerson College's tuition will be
more than $22,000 for next year.
Northeastern University estimated
costs will be $25,858 and Boston
University will be charging
$27,042.
Although a six percent increase
is not considered exceptionally
high by university standards, the
2004-2005 increases might be
larger then it initially appears.
While most undergraduates at
Suffolk will be seeing an increase
of $1,120 in their tuition, a propor
tionate increase in the amount of
financial aid given out locally and
nationally will not be occurring.
Due to budget concerns in many

Journal Staff

Adam D. Krauss
Journal Staff
When students vote this week
on who will be the next leaders of
the 2005, 2006 and 2007 classes
of the Student Government
Association, they will be indirect
ly voting on next year's crop of
executive officers, who will be
decided next month when the
school's newest elected represen
tatives nominate and then vote
into office members of the execu
tive board, effectively creating
new leadership based on people
who never actually campaigned
for those positions or appealed
for votes from the students they
are supposed to represent.
As students visited the polls in
spurts yesterday, SGA President
Dave Rodrigues and Vice
President
Becky
Harlow
acknowledged that the current
system of having students elect
class representatives who vote on
the association's president, vice
president, treasurer and secretary
positions is not perfect.
“1 can see why students would
definitely want to choose their
executive board members,” said
Harlow, who is running unop
posed in her quest to reclaim the
vice presidency of the 2005 class.

She said since students outside
SGA might not be as aware of
what goes into filling an execu
tive seat as members, it might be
best to continue with the current
mode as a way to ensure only the
most competent and responsible
person gets the job.
“Not every student sees what
the members see,” Harlow said.
Plus, she fears a general election
of so-called e-board members
could turn into a popularity con
test.
“1 don't want the executive
board to be a result of a populari
ty contest,” Harlow said.
Rodrigues, a senior, conceded
yesterday that the constitution of
SGA in its present state, which
dates back to the 1970s, “is in a
form that doesn't best represent
the students. We need something
with contemporary relevance.”
To bring SGA up to speed,
members are considering two
proposals that would overhaul the
current setup, however, so far,
neither of them address the elec
tion of executive members,
Rodrigues said.
Rodrigues said that change is
something SGA is “contemplat
ing.” “It's something that is con
stantly debated,” Rodrigues said,
adding he is available every

see Elections, page 11

The Board of Trustees
announced in February that tull
time undergraduate tuition will be
raised to $19,790 for the 2004
2005 year, a six percent increase of
the current rate.
President David J. Sargent said
he regards the annual tuition
increase as an “unfortunate fact of
life.” During his office hours he
told The Suffolk Journal that
Suffolk would have “almost the
exact same ranking for tuition
affordability despite having under
gone tremendous facility expan
sion.”
Combined with room and
board, the cost of attending
Suffolk for the 2004-2005 year
will average roughly $30,000.
Clusters of Suffolk students have
expressed discontent with the
tuition increase. Sophomore Jack
Hamm, citing Suffolk's strong
commitment to working class stu
dents, said, “If it truly was an
issue, we would look for other
ways to cut costs before looking at
a tuition increase. There are so
many ways to cut costs before put
ting it on the shoulders of the stu
dents.”
Sargent said the reasons for the
increase were due to “a rising edu
cational cost of living, locally and
nationally, that far exceeds that of
the general community.” One of

Check out page 2 for
more in-depth
coverage on the
tuition increase

Tuition Increase

Full time
$18,670
+ $1,120

$19,790
Part time

(per course)

$1,476
+ $87

$1,563
states, along with a ballooning fed
eral deficit, allotments of financial
aid may actually decrease.
According to the Boston Globe,
President Bush has proposed an
increase of $856 million toward
the Federal Government's Pell
Grant program, which provides
more than $12 billion to students
with lower and middle class
incomes.
Such an increase is not expect
ed to keep up with rising tuition
costs and growing expenses within
the Pell Grant program.
Under the current Bush admin
istration budget, the average Pell
Grant recipient will actually see a
decrease of $42, with next year's
average Pell Grant being $2,399.

see Tuition, page 3

Campus police, lacking firearms, combat crime
Melanie Schaefer
Journal Contributor
John Pagliarulo doesn't like violence yet
he knows that as chief of the Suffolk
University police department he is in dan
ger of confronting it all of the time.
Pagliarulo and other university officers risk
putting their lives on the line everyday and
do it without firearms.
“Anytime you put on that uniform you
are a target and I'm not talking about the
student that has had too much to drink. It's
the people from the outside, from the city,”
he said.
“What is a gun?” Pagliarulo asked. “It is
simply a tool. A carpenter carries a hammer,
an artist carries a paintbrush. Most police
carry guns but we don't have them so we
just have to be that much more careful.”
Pagliarulo does not dismiss the dangers his
officers face everyday. Each officer has the
option of wearing a bulletproof vest, carry
ing a stick of pepper spray and an expand
able baton.
“If it was up to me I would arm this
department but it is not up to me,”
Pagliarulo said. “This is a board of trustees
decision. If they say no guns then there are
no guns.”
Vice President and Treasurer Francis X.
Flannery said the decision he and the board

of trustees made to not arm the campus
police was cut and dry. “I just don't see the
need for them because of where we are,” he
said. “We have Boston police all around us
and the capital so we felt there wasn't a need
for our officers to be armed.”
The administration made the decision
not to arm Suffolk police officers more than
five years ago. Flannery acknowledged that
certain members of the committee have
retired and were replaced during the past
five years. “At the time it was a unanimous
decision not to arm our police. Since then
some of the players have changed,”
Flannery said.
The vice president stands by the com
mittee's decision to not allow guns on cam
pus. “You can always say, 'What if?'”
Flannery said. “We haven't had any prob
lems and I don't think somebody needs a
gun to handle the situations these officers
face.”
Mike McCartney has been working for
Suffolk for five years. He started as a secu
rity guard and is now an officer. He feels
that Suffolk police officers should be
armed.
“What happens if there is an armed rob
bery in the convenience store by means of a
handgun? How do you expect me to help
when I am unarmed?” he asked. “All that I
can do is call the Boston Police Department,
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Adam D. Krauss - Journal Staff

Police Chief John Pagliarulo, above, supports equipping his staff with firearms.

try to prevent people from leaving the dorm
and pray.”
“Why do they give us vests? It's like a
warning sign. It's like acknowledging there
is a risk,” McCartney said. “We can handle
most of the calls here at Suffolk by our
selves but there is going to be that one time

when it hits the fan.”
“People think, 'Oh this is Suffolk
University, nothing happens here,' but if you
were going to tell me someone was going to
crash two planes into the World Trade
Center I wouldn't have believed it either,”

see Safety, page 2
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Job-searching seniors receive some help
Betsy McDowell, associate director of career services, will lead a
seminar for graduating seniors and other students looking for work
this summer. The seminar entitled “Marketing Your Leadership
Positions During Your Job Search" will be held on March 9 at 1 p.m.
Students interested in attending need to RSVP before March 5 in the
Office of Student Activities and Service Learning. Contact 617-573
8320 or email Getlnvolved@suffolk.edu.

Rape crisis center hosts discussion
The Boston Area Rape Crisis Center will present “Survivor Stories”
on March 9. Refreshments will be provided as BARCC educators
share their personal experiences about sexual assault, the after
math and the road to recovery. The event will be held in the Munce
Conference Room located on the first floor of the Archer building at
1 p.m.

Second annual t-shirt making workshop
Suffolk's Second Annual Take Back the Night and Clothesline
Project t-shirt making workshop will be held on March 11 in associ
ation with the Boston Area Rape Crisis Center. Refreshments will be
provided in the Munce Conference Room at 5 p.m. This event is
designed to bring awareness and empower individuals to take action
to end violence against women. Included in the event will be an open
microphone for survivors and supporters to share their experiences.
Music and poetry will proceed a t-shirt making workshop, where
items will be donated to the Clothesline Project.
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Students eye aid after hikes
Claire Jeffers
Journal Staff
Following the administration's
announcement that tuition will
increase by six percent, questions
have been raised whether or not
financial aid will increase as well.
Assistant Dean of Enrollment
Management Chris Perry said he
feels strongly that student aid will
increase along with the tuition, but
has not received direct confirma
tion.
“I could not conceive that
financial aid would not be equal to
the tuition increase at this institu
tion,” said Perry, who has worked
in financial aid services for 32
years.
But students who receive finan
cial aid are just now finding out
that there is a slight possibility that
financial aid may not increase,
which has left many students
angered and worried.
Seth Devlin is a freshman who
works a total of 30 hours per week.
He works six of them at his work
study job in the student activities
office and 24 hours at a sports
club. He said if financial aid does
not increase he would be put in a
tough spot.
“It's really expensive to live off

“I could not conceive that
financial aid would not be
equal to the tutition
increases at this
institution.”
Chris Perry
Enrollment Management

campus, especially in this
city...and like a lot of students, I
already feel that I don't get enough
financial aid,” he said.
Devlin said he is skeptical of
where his money for tuition goes,
especially now after the tuition
Increase.
Some students, on the other
hand, realize that they can save
some money by living off campus
because of the cost increase in oncampus housing.
“It would be harder for me to
afford school if I lived on campus
next year, but since I'm not. I'll be
able to save some money,”
Meghan Bartley, a sophomore,
said. She currently works 15
hours a week at the State House,
saving up the money for other
things.
But she admited that if she was

not working, she would have to
work full time over the summer
and put that money away for pay
ing for part of her tuition.
There are other ways to help
avoid tuition increases, like having
a strong grade point average.
Mike Diloreto, a senior, receives a
grandfathered tuition, where he is
not affected by tuition increases.
Instead he continues to pay the
same tuition as he did when enter
ing Suffolk.
Diloreto said that if he did not
receive the grandfathered tuition
he probably would not be able to
attend Suffolk.
But regardless of this benefit,
he still works up to 30 hours a
week, balancing his job at the
Ballotti Learning Center with a gig
at the Boston Harbor Cruises.
For now, it is uncertain if finan
cial aid will match the six percent
tuition increase. But it is clear this
uncertainty is leaving students up
in the air as to what they need to
do.
Devlin's career at Suffolk is just
starting out, leaving him with
questions of what the situation will
be like in three years.
“I don't want to come out of
school with a huge burden,”
Devlin said.

Arming police a blank issue

Stone to speak on women's human rights
The Center for Women's Health and Human Rights at Suffolk will
present Elena Stone, Ph.D. on March 11. She will conduct a presen
tation entitled “From Our Mothers' Gardens to Rooms of Our Own:
Art and Creativity as Women's Human Rights." Light refreshments
will be provided in Donahue 403 at 1 p.m. Participants are asked to
bring a brown-bag lunch.

Beacon Hiii association offers scholarship
The Beacon Hill Civic Association's Community Service
Scholarship Committee is offering a scholarship valued at $2,500.
Rewarding students who participate in community service on
Beacon Hill and other Boston communities, the committee asks that
applications be completed by April 19. For more information or an
application contact the civic association office at 617-227-1922.

APSA conference features Suffolk professor
Professor John C. Berg of Suffolk's Government Department par
ticipated in the American Political Science Association's first confer
ence on teaching and learning in political science from Feb. 19 to
21. Held at American University in Washington, Berg was one of the
40 political scientists formulating a new type of conference geared
towards creating a greater understanding of cutting-edge approach
es, techniques and methodologies to be applied in a political sci
ence classroom. Berg created a presentation entitled “Teaching
Political Science Experientially,” detailing the use of internships,
service-learning and other experiential methods to teach the basics
of political science.

Graduates to speak about Comm, jobs
The
Communication
and
Journalism
Department,
Communication and Journalism Alumni/Alumnae, and Public
Relations Ciub are the co-sponsors for the “I Got a Job” seminar. It
will feature recent Communication and Journalism graduates who
will speak about finding their first jobs. It will be on Thursday March
4 at 1 p.m. in Ridgeway 400. The contact person is Mary Ann Landry
ext. 8057.

Safety from page 1
McCartney said.
“Why couldn't someone come
into the C-store and hold it up?”
According to McCartney, many
campus police departments in the
Boston area, including Tufts
University,
Northeastern
University, Harvard University,
MIT, Boston College and Boston
University, all carry guns.
McCartney believes the reason
Suffolk police is still unarmed is
because the school does not want
to supply the finances it would
require to arm and train the cam
pus officers.
“They probably don't think it's
necessary to arm us, but how are
you going to explain that to some
one's parents when we couldn't
protect their son or daughter?” he
asked.
McCartney feels that the
impact of Sept. 11 has a huge
effect on the need for campus safe
ty. Foremost on his mind is pre
venting any major disaster from
happening.
“After 9/11 everyone was ask
ing how could this have hap
pened? How could it have been
prevented?” he said. “Maybe if we
were armed we could prevent
someone from getting hurt if a sit
uation was ever to happen.”
According to Flannery, the
committee decided not to arm its
officers because of student safety.
“Fifteen to 20 years ago at
UMASS in Boston an officer shot
a student,” he said. “At Ball State
University an officer shot a student
and the family is suing the school

for $100,000,000.”
If the university got sued for
such an amount it would mean
much more than financial difficul
ty for the administrators. Such a
lawsuit would wipe out the annual
budget and impact every student
and faculty member that relied on
the school for an education or an
income.
“It is more money than we
have,” Flannery said.
Despite the consequences of a
major lawsuit, Flannery insisted
that the board of trustees' decision
not to arm its police officers had
nothing to do with money.
“It wasn't a dollars and cents
issue,” he said. “The subject of
money wasn't even raised.”
Students on campus have a dif
ferent take on the issue of arming
the police on campus. Ashley
Duquiette, a 20-year-old psychol
ogy major, believes guns would
help protect the student body but is
wary about who would be allowed
to carry them.
“We might have to have a
stricter hiring policy,” she said. “I
wouldn't want just any unqualified
person walking around carrying a
gun.”
“I think it is scary to think that
there is only one unarmed officer
between us and the outside world.
What is he going to do, fling his
badge at them and hope he's a
good aim?” she asked.
Duquiette said she believes that
Suffolk University police remain
unarmed because the administra
tion does not want to pay for it.
“The only reason they don't
want us to have them is that the

university doesn't want to take the
time or the money,” she said. “It
might make the students take the
security more seriously. In a way I
think the security and the police
are seen as a joke. People don't
realize that they really are protect
ing us.”
Not everyone on campus
agrees that guns on campus would
be good for the community.
Camille Bruno, a 21-year-old
English major is wary about the
idea of arming campus police offi
cers.
“What if some kid pulls out a
knife or something and the officer
shoots the student?” she asked. “I
want them to have them for that
reason but I don't want them to
have them for that reason”
Bruno used to work at the Cstore. When asked what she would
do if someone ever came in while
she was working and tried to rob
the store with a weapon, she said,
“I don't know, I guess if anything
ever happened I would use my cell
phone and call the real cops.”
Bruno's reasoning for not want
ing guns on campus is rooted in
her personal feelings.
“It would create an uneasy feel
ing in the dorms,” she said. “I
would feel really uncomfortable if
I had to walk past firearms every
day and it would make me feel dif
ferently about my school and the
country that I live in.”
Despite the fact that not having
a weapon may make him more
vulnerable as a police chief,
Pagliarulo sees the positive side in
not carrying a gun.
“I'll never kill someone,” he
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Sorority start-up
complements frat
Diana Rossi
Journal Staff
With the launch of Suffolk's
new fraternity, Kappa Sigma, a
band of female students have
come together to start a sorority,
with President Nicole Cassista
calling the purpose of it to “bring
the women of Suffolk together.”
The sorority will not be the
“stereotypical sorority,” Cassista
said. There will be no biases or
prejudices and it will be com
prised of a very diverse group of
women.
“I think the main thing [we
want to accomplish] is that people
think of a sorority as a certain
stereotype and we really want to
break the mold,” she said.
Cassista, along with Vice
President Caitlin Palaza and
Secretary Danielle Diruzza, held a
meeting on Feb. 26 to introduce
the idea of the sorority and meet
some of the women interested in
being involved.
When asked why the women
wanted to be in a sorority, many
responded, “getting to know more
people,” “getting involved” and
“being part of an amazing experi

ence.
Various sorority alumni were
also part of the meeting, sharing
stories and personal experiences
with the group.
Kerri, an alumnus of the Tri
Sigma chapter of Northeastern
University, described her involve
ment in the sorority as “enriching”
her campus experience.
Cassista explained the process
of becoming an actual, organized
sorority and warned the group that
it may take anywhere from one to
two semesters or more.
The start-up process of a soror
ity differs from that of a fraternity
and therefore the process takes a
bit longer. The women will submit
their request to the national chap
ters of sororities and await exten
sion packages. Should a sorority
or sororities choose them to
become a part of their organiza
tion, the leaders will make a deci
sion on which organization to join.
For now the sorority hopefuls
will gather as an interest group
and perform various community
service projects. In addition, they
will continue the tireless effort to.
make their group a bonafide soror
ity.

.........................................
Garrett Quinn - Journal Staff

Suffolk Free Radio hosted its third annual 24-hour broadcast on Feb. 27. DJs like freshman
Nicoie Cassista (above) celebrated the two-year anniversary of the station’s presence on the
web.

Tuition rises at annuai rate
Tuition from page 1

The Molk Journal
is looking for news reporters and
photographers.

Check out our weekly meetings,
held every Thursday at 1 p.m. in
Donahue 428 or drop us a line at
suffolkiournal@hotmail.com
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The Bush administration will also
be leaving the maximum Pell
Grant at $4,050; but those students
fortunate enough to receive the
full amount will not be seeing a
grant increase for at least a year.
Addressing concerns over
dwindling financial aid for stu
dents, Sargent said, “We will do

what we can to make sure amounts
of financial aid increase to the stu
dents who need it.” Sargent said
the university has been working
together to increase the size of its
yearly endowment, which has set a
goal of obtaining ‘TOO donors con
tributing $50,000 or more to the
school.”
The president said the effects of

this campaign would not be seen
overnight but would represent a
gradual increase in endowment
during the next five years.
“I expect and believe that this
will generate a great deal of
money for the university endow
ment which will greatly alleviate
Suffolk's operating budget,”
Sargent said.

Into Fall Classes without setting foot on Campus!

Fall 2004 Pre-Registration Schedule
March 22-26
March 29
March 30
March 31
April 1
April 2
April 5
April 29

Faculty Advising for current students
Graduate Student Priority Web Registration
Senior Priority Web Registration for Fall 2004
Junior Priority Web Registration for Fall 2004
Sophomore Priority Web Registration for Fall 2004
Freshman Priority Web Registration for Fall 2004
Non-degree student registration begins
Last day to register via the web for Spring 2004

Bblf A'O

Before you register go to www.suffolk.edu/sail and review the following:
Undergraduate students (only)
~ Review registration materials
~ Course schedule
~ Academic Evaluation Report

Graduate Students (only)
~ Review registration materials
~ Course schedule
~ Transcript

See your advisor during advising week* If you have an Immunization Hold see Health Services * Resolve Spring '04
balance with the Office of The Bursar/Student Accounts (If you have not already done so)
**Note; Fall 2004 tuition is due on August 1, 2004
For information about Loan Programs, please visit: www.suffolk.edu/Finaid/Loans.html
For information about payment options, please visit: www.suffolk.edu/stdact/home.html
For questions regarding registration, please visit: http://www.suffolk.edu/colreg/index.html
This message is brought to you by the Office of Retention Services
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Boston Confidential

Up in arms?
Melanie Schaefer's article, found on the front page of
this week's Suffolk Journal, addresses an issue that is con
tinually relevant on college campuses, regardless of
whether it is currently in question.
The Suffolk University Police Department is an
impressively professional organization for a university
with a student body as comparatively small as Suffolk's.
Their manner has always seemed to me to be profession
By
James al and courteous; many of them are students themselves,
and consequently seem to develop a well-adjusted and
Cormier friendly attitude toward their environment and duties.
But if collegiate law enforcement has a flashpoint, it
must necessarily be the controversial question of arming university
police officers.
Having grown up in a family full of police officers, 1 have some
familiarity with the profession and its internal psychology. A significant
part of a police officer's authority, in the eyes of the common perpetra
tor, comes not from the leviathan of legal power behind him, but rather
from the pistol at his side.
It is understandable that a Suffolk police officer might experience
certain feelings of inadequacy or powerlessness in the absence of an
issued gun, but this is hardly a Justification for arming an entire police
department.
Suffolk University is a small, urban campus set within the wealthiest
and most beautiful neighborhood in the city of Boston. The state capital
is a stone's throw from the class buildings. A major Boston Police
Department precinct is a five-minute walk away. The weekly Suffolk
police log fits easily onto a notebook page.
This is not an environment in which a university police department
with a limited, specific mandate to preseiwe order on campus needs to
arm its officers.
There seems to be a general sentiment in America that police officers
are simply men who carry guns; beyond merely enforcing the law, law
enforcement carries with it an inherent duty to maintain peace and order
and to serve the public.
In Great Britain, firearms are issued only to detectives and certain
specialized units; patrolmen do not carry them.
Academia, however, presents a very unambiguous set of extenuating
circumstances in favor of depriving university officers of deadly force.
The symbiotic relationship between university and student is one found
ed upon freedom of expression and dependent upon an environment free
from constant, overt control. The college environment is not one con
ducive to criminal activity of any serious nature - not to say that this
activity does not exist. But ideally speaking, a university police force
should be less concerned with policing its own population and more
involved in ensuring that the environment remains a catalyst for learn
ing.
It is clear that some universities have a genuine need for armed police
officers: in my hometown of Lowell, UMass officers are well armed and
form an often-advantageous complement to the city police department.
For Suffolk University, guns are not the answer, and they should not
be and are not carried by Suffolk police. Granting a university police
department that has no need or authority to deal with serious crime the
ability to dispense deadly force would represent an uimecessary and
dangerous message to the Suffolk community and its neighbors.
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Letter to the Editor

Students want to fight cancer
Dear Suffolk Journal,
According to the Susan G.
Komen Breast Cancer Foundation,
approximately 200,000 American
women will be diagnosed with
breast cancer this year, and nearly
40,000 will die from the disease.
This year, Suffolk University is
recraiting walkers to participate in
a very special event called the
Breast Cancer 3-Day, which start
ed in 1998.
Over the years, the event has
raised over $195 million for breast
cancer.
The estimated niunber o f par
ticipants this year will be over
3,000.
I am an employee in the Law
School Admissions Office and a
student in the Sawyer School of
Management. I started the charity

walk team here at Suffolk
University.
The team's goal is to reemit at
least 20 walkers consisting of stu
dents, faculty and employees of
Suffolk University and an overall
fundraising goal of $60,000.
The Susan G Komen Breast
Cancer Walk is a 3-day event, tak
ing place July 30 through Aug. 1.
Each member of the team will
have to walk 20 miles a day for
three days.
This 60-mile event requires
each walker to raise at least
$2,000.

The net proceeds will support
breast cancer research, education,
screening and treatment through
the Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation and the
National Philanthropic Trast.
By partaking in this event

you've joined a community dedi
cated to the same goal: striving to
help you through this inspirational
event that will live on in your
memories long after August 1.
All are welcome and encour
aged to join our team including
spouses and fnends.
If you are unable to join us on
this amazing journey donations are
always welcomed.
To donate visit our team page
on www.breastcancer3day.org and
select an individual representing
the university.
For more information you may
visit the website or email
jready@suffolk.edu.
Sincerely,
Joseph Ready
Senior

Have an opinion? They don’t care. We do.
Come by Journal meetings every Thursday at 1 p.m.
and get your life in gear.
Deadline for opinion columns and letters to the editor is Friday by 5
p.m. for Wednesday publication.
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Opinion
This Boston Life

The FCC witch hunt
It's a shame that ever
since a used-up, has-been,
no-talent
"pop
star"
flashed her pierced nipple
on national television, the
Federal Communications
Commission feels the need
to revert back to the 1600s
for their newfound meth
ods of hypocrisy. Excuse
me for being vague; I'm
referring to their new "zero
tolerance" policy on indecency.
And so, the FCC begins its witch hunt.
Shock jock Howard Stem's nationally
syndicated radio show was yanked from six
stations on Feb. 25 by Clear Channel
Communications, the country's largest radio
conglomerate.
Stem's show featured an interview with
Rock Solomon, the man now famous after
he made a sex video with Paris Hilton,
which hit the internet late last week. Not
only did the interview include sexual refer
ences, it also included a racial slur by a
caller, who asked Solomon if he had sexual
relations with any famous black women.
After a review of the show by Clear
Channel, they decided to suspend Stem
indefinitely in six markets on Feb. 24.
Though it may be coincidence, the company
unveiled its new zero tolerance policy for
any material foimd indecent by the FCC on
the same day. Punishment includes hefty
fines for the station and suspension/possible
termination for the DJ in question.
Although Stem's incident might over
shadow other implications of the new poli
cy, other people in the mass media are
affected.
Tampa, Fla. DJ "Bubba the Love
Sponge" was fired on Feb. 26 after a con
cerned father was distressed to hear sexual
content on the program. Douglas
Vanderlaan called advertisers and the FCC
who proposed a $755,000 fine against Clear

Channel for alleged violations of indecency
laws. "Bubba" was fired soon thereafter.
I'm not the biggest fan of Howard Stem,
but I do find his show somewhat comedic.
It's certainly an alternative to other shows on
radio and if you have a sick sense of humor
like most Americans do. Stem could be con
sidered a radio god. After all, how popular is
he? Is his show on 1,200 markets across the
country? Is he the most popular radio figure
in the United States? Yes he is.
The violation in question on Stem's show
wasn't even something he said-it was some
thing that a caller muttered. It didn't matter
to Clear Channel, they were ready to tie
Stem to a stake and set him ablaze.
Clear Channel Radio Division chief John
Hogan said the incident was "vulgar, offen
sive and insulting, not just to women and
African-Americans, but to anyone with a
sense of common decency."
Just a day before Hogan appeared before
a congressional committee looking into
indecency in broadcasting. Clear Channel
uncovered its aforementioned "Responsible
Broadcasting Initiative." You know, that
zero tolerance thing we were talking about?
And then it was only two days before that
Clear Channel suspended Mr. Stem. Hey
John, what did Congress' ass taste like when
you kissed it?
Stem was the guinea pig for Clear
Channel's new zero-tolerance policy, plain
and simple. Not only that, it was a generous
heaping of censorship.
The FCC's witch hunt won't stop with
Stem, and it won't stop with the radio shows.
Be prepared for a year of FCC mutilating
the First Amendment.

Chris Dwyer is Editor-In-Chief of The
Suffolk Journal and can be heard on Suffolk
Free Radio every Friday from I p.m. - 3
p.m. as part of The Rock Show. Check out
www.suffolk.edu/radio to listen.

SGA needs student
votes to make change
The Student Government Association is
beginning to discuss the academic course
load that every student here at Suffolk has to
deal with. They plan to reduce the course
load and number of requirements needed to
graduate. This plan will affect every single
Suffolk student if and when it is enacted.

Michael Conte
The only problem is that in the upcoming
SGA elections, not every Suffolk student
will vote. Around 3,800 students go here
and during last year's SGA elections, about
300 people voted. That is sad and disgrace
ful.
This is not SGA's problem. This is our
problem as a community. SGA is frill of
hardworking members and this new aca
demic plan is very exciting and could affect
the future of all Suffolk students. President
Dave Rodrigues has to be a better person
than I. If I was putting in the work he has
and only roughly eight percent of the stu
dent population were voting, I would have
packed it in a long time ago and told every
body to screw and get their own damn
ATMs.
This issue of not voting in SGA elections
brings us to a larger issue that seems to
plague many school communities: student
apathy. As I make my way to the Suffolk
Journal
office on the fourth floor of the Donahue
building or when I visit friends at the scholarAVSUB office at the fifth floor, I pass
many different clubs. The only problem is
that it is always the same kids I see. I hard
ly ever see fresh faces. The same kids are
always at the Students for Peace and Justice

office thinking of something to protest, the
same kids are always at the Hispanic
Association, Black Student Union or
SOULS offices. In fact, many of the kids I
see are in multiple clubs and do multiple
things. For a lot of people the fourth and
fifth floors of Donahue is almost like a sec
ond home.
I think this is great. However it's dis
heartening to see the same 75 to 100 kids
participating in student activities out of
3,800 people who could get involved in
some way. The same kids who are orienta
tion leaders do peer mentoring or are
involved in SGA. People from The Suffolk
Journal do work for SOULS.
Although this has created a sort of tight
knit community of about 100 students,
which is fantastic, it would be great for the
other 3,700 students could some way could
get involved. Whether it is trying out for a
sports team, joining a club or even hanging
out and watching television on the big
screen, 1 urge every single student out there
to go out and get involved in the Suffolk
community. Also when I say get involved,
getting drunk at the dorms does not count as
being involved.
I can only hope that at least a few stu
dents will heed my call to get involved.
Students are missing out on tons of great
events and clubs they do not even know
exist. If only students would take a stroll
down the Hub to check things out or even
exert a little effort and take the climb up the
stairs to the fourth and fifth floors to see
what it's all about. If more students did this,
it would enrich the Suffolk community and
make our great organizations even better
Oh, who am 1 kidding? The only people
who read this paper are the students who are
already involved in something anyway.

www.suffolkjournal.net

North Korean crisis product of American hypocrisy
It's typical for people in positions of
power, with the help of servile media outlets
and intellectuals, to rewrite history in order
to safeguard their imperial agendas against
scmtiny. The familiar script usually involves

Jake Hess
a “magnanimous and peace-loving” super
power desperately “defending” itself against
a poor, defenseless nation in the developing
world. Salient examples include Israel's war
against the Palestinians, the US invasion of
Iraq, and Russia's atrocities in Chechnya.
After a potentially peaceful exit from the
“conflict” is scrapulously thwarted by the
aggressor, an unnecessary conflict kills
thousands of people. They prosper, and we
perish.
Such a scenario is materializing now
with the North Korean nuclear crisis, a situ
ation recognized by many Americans to be
an imminent danger to our security. We
should ask if this fear is warranted, and
whether or not a peaceful compromise is
within our grasp.
Let's review the conventional interpreta

tion of the situation first. Flash back to
October 2002, when US Assistant Secretary
of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs
James Kelly visited Pyongyang with evi
dence that North Korea had been covertly
pursuing means to develop nuclear weapons
in spite of a pledge to abstain. The N orth
Koreans, according to the US version of the
meeting minutes, tacitly c onfirmed Kelly's
suspicions. A brief warm spell in US-North
Korean relations consequentially evaporat
ed, and the current crisis was bom.
The Bush administration has refused to
sit down with the North Koreans one on one
ever since, reluctantly opting for multilater
al negotiations instead. Hardliners argue that
negotiating with Pyongyang is of no use, as
the officials there are dishonest and imtmstworthy; just look at the covert enrichment of
uranium, they say.
As is usually the case, this “convention
al” reading of the crisis is wholly unin
formed, if not chimerical. It relies on a
scmpulous disregard for the myriad infor
mation available on the situation and the
context that created it.
Under the terms of the 1994 Agreed
Framework - the scheme negotiated by
Jimmy Carter and North Korean officials -

North Korea was to freeze its nuclear pro
gram in exchange for American diplomatic
recognition and energy compensation in the
form of two light water nuclear reactors and
heavy fuel. According to Colin Powell,
North Korea began to pursue uranium
enrichment technology in 1998, as
Washington was failing to live up to it's end
of the deal: the light water reactors were
supposed to be complete in 2003, but "con
crete was not poured for the first foundation
until August 2002," notes Leon Sigal.
Similarly, the US appeared unwilling to end
the regime of economic sanctions against
Pyongyang. Both parties contributed to the
current crisis, not just the North Koreans.
Unlike the Bush administration, though,
the North has shown a consistent w illingness to negotiate a compromise ever since
the crisis broke. The cmx of the proposals is
that Pyongyang would suspend and subse
quently deconstmct their nuclear program in
exchange for a US nonaggression pact and
compensation for energy lost as a result of
the nuclear freeze - not radically different
than the Agreed Framework. Such offers
have been put forth by the North in April
2003, during trilateral talks in Beijing, and
again during six-way negotiations in China

last August.
Following this pattern. North Korean
negotiators reportedly "said that if the
United States halted its 'hostile policy'
against Pyongyang, it would give up its
nuclear weapons development programs" at
the multilateral negotiations in Beijing last
week. But Washington has rejected these
proposals out of hand: no concessions will
be made until the North "[dismantles] every
part of its nuclear program in a manner that
can be verified," according to the New York
Times.
■
No progress can be reached as long as
Washington refuses to compromise.
Pyongyang fears an American strike, and for
good reason; for starters, Pyongyang has
been identified by the Bush administration
as a possible target for a nuclear first-strike.
The US maintains 37,000 troops in South
Korea, 48,000 military personnel in Japan
and threatened the North with nuclear forces
as many as seven times prior to the eruption
of this crisis. A Pentagon memorandum
leaked to the New York Times last April calls
for a joint US-Chinese effort to oust Kim
Jong II. Finally, North Korea is a member

see Korea, page 6
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Bar etiquette for the bibulous: avoid the 86 list
Once upon a time, long, long ago, man
was bestowed with the discovery of fermen
tation. Burdened by this secret knowledge,

Andrea Lanterman
man immediately went out and leased the
nearest available cave and subsequently
opened up the first so called “bar.”
Shortly thereafter, man learned that the
power of fermented beverages was strong
enough to make even the calmest person
transform magically into a barbaric, ill-man
nered drunk. This very likely resulted in the
first known “86” list — as well as rules of
conduct to avoid said list.
Mild maimers in the barroom not only
assure a more pleasurable drinking experi
ence for you and fellow patrons, but it also
drastically reduces the chances of your name

ever appearing on that dreaded 86 list.
The most important step to behaving like
a decorous bar patron is to respect your bar
tender. The bartender alone holds the key to
your future inebriation. Think of it like this;
If the bar is the Emerald City, then the bar
tender is your Wizard. Don’t anger or ques
tion him or her. Make sure to leave a peace
offering (as in a tip) every time they grace
your company with their presence.
Do not underestimate the power of tip
ping. If you doubt the value of a stellar tip,
try leaving anything less then a dollar and
see how long it takes to get your next drink.
You should never under any circum
stances snap or holler at your bartender. The
bartender is acutely aware of your presence
and such insolent behavior is usually
rewarded by giving the offending patron last
priority for the rest of the night. Good things
come to those who wait. In this case, a bar
tender that doesn’t want to kill you. Know
what your bartender is faced with, and show

Answers for North Korea
Korea from page 5
state of Bush's "axis of evil."
And that's just a partial listing. Why
would North Korea give up a tried and hue
deterrent i n e xchange f or 1 ittle m ore t han
hollow promises from its oldest adversary?
No reasonable statesmen would under such
conditions. Most signs point to the conclu
sion that the US is hoping for, if not encour
aging, regime change in Pyongyang. That's

a recipe for disaster, not peace. Is the North
serious about what it says? The only way
to find out is to play a little game of “give
and take,” which would necessitate a
change in American policy.
The alternative is a potenhal arms race
and military buildup in East Asia, which is
in the interest of no one.
Jake Hess can be reached at
Jake.hess@verizon.net.

a little compassion.
Busy nights are not an appropriate time
to order complex and labor-intensive drinks,
nor is it a good time to be indecisive about
what you want to order. Once you have
gained the attention of the bartender, order
clearly and promptly.
Never ask the bartender what beers they
have on tap if the handles are right in front
of you. Believe it or not, they will perceive
you as being of substandard I.Q. for such a
question! Once you get your drink(s), step
away from the bar and make room for other
people to order.
Occasionally having a drink spilled on
your person is a fact of the bar, but there are
ways to avoid it. If you see someone
ambling across the bar with three or more
drinks in their hands, be gracious and allow
them right-of-way in passing. Insisting on
your inalienable right to stand in the middle
of a major pathway, or next to the cocktail
waitress’ hutch at the bar, is a fantastic way

to assure that you will go home wearing far
more drinks then you actually consumed.
Once you have managed to wrangle
drinks from the bar and are happily clois
tered with friends and beverage, refrain
from scandalous behavior like shouting out
“Who’s the man!” or “Boo-yah!!” after a
shot. You are the only one laughing, honest.
Instead, dazzle your companions with
goofy bar tricks and trivia. Not only is this
unobtrusive a nd p otentially v ery e ntertaining, it drastically improves your chances of
having someone else buy your next round.
If you ever find yourself in a bar, seri
ously considering breaking this “code of
barroom conduct,” try to stymie your boozefueled demons by reciting this Chinese
proverb to yourself: “Laws control the less
er man... proper conduct controls the greater
one.”
Andrea Lanterman is a reporter for the
Colorado Daily at the University of
Colorado.

‘Passion’-ate injustice
rible tendency to associate stories of fiction
with the truth; e.g., the Bible or Christianity
in general.
Aside from the pure gory entertainment
purposes of the "Passion,” why did Gibson
think it wise to spend $25 million on this
movie? We have enough problems in
America already concerning religion, was it
really necessary to add this into the mix? To
me this movie is useless propaganda search
ing for a place to lay blame for the death of
Christ. To be honest, who cares?
His purpose on earth was to die; why not
just nail him to a cross and be done with it?
sidered to be more of a prophet rather than How inhumane of me? Inhumane is forcibly
"our lord and savior.” I find this to be quite converting millions of innocent people to a
peculiar that the Catholic Church did not religion in which they don't believe because
consider Jesus to be the messiah until 325 some book says to do so.
People look to religion as a form of
years after his death. Therefore, what really
was Catholicism up to that point in time? moral guidance. With that in mind, what
Considering that the majority of Christianity kind of example is the church setting?
Are people really so shallow that they
revolves solely upon the existence of Jesus
being the only Son of God, what did cannot conceive of a secular morality?
Shame on all people who advocate convinc
Christians really do for 300 years?
I do not deny that Jesus existed, but to me ing others to follow Christianity. Religion
his existence does not pertain to modem day encourages conformity, thus diminishing
life. Jesus walked the earth 2,000 years ago, individuality. 1 am thoroughly disgusted by
and now our culture has produced yet the way the Catholic Church conducts itself
another movie version of his life for.. .enter endorsing global religious colonization and
tainment? Gibson claims that he made "The suppression of personal opinion, not to men
Passion of the Christ" to "inform" people of tion that there have been 11,000 cases of
what really happened and yet all of this molestation by 4,000 priests in the past 50
information is based on the accounts of four years in the US alone?
No apology from the hierarchy of
evangelists who lived decades after the
death of Christ. Furthermore, the four Catholicism can mend these great injustices
gospels contradict each other in almost upon humanity. Catholicism enslaved our
every aspect, except that Jesus was in fact a global community by forcing conversion
upon Jews in 15th Century Spain and
person and that he was indeed cmcified.
Gibson took what information was pleas through missionaries in the United States.
Catholicism embodies immorality and
ing to him from the four gospels and made a
movie hep roposes t o be t he t me s tory o f injustice, despite critics' arguments to the
Jesus Christ. Mr. Gibson has every right to contraiy. Where was Catholic morality dur
express himself through film yet on the sub ing four centuries of African enslavement?
ject matter of religion, especially Jesus, I Slavery was excused as a moral practice in
fear that his vision may be misinterpreted, religious society due to the deeming of peo
which could cause future complications ple of color as inferior.
1 do not think it coincidence the Catholic
between other religions.
Not to mention the easily persuaded Church has undergone coimtless reforma
minds of America have a history of igno tions in order to correct such injustices.
rance concerning all sorts of issues such as What other sect of religion has undergone so
lynching black people because they are a many or any reformations due to moral
different color. I only wonder what impact tribulations?
I implore any faithful Catholic to rebut
the movie may have on Christian America;
as columnist Jim Cormier said "the last my argument and offer reasoning as to why
thing we need in America right now is more such injustices have dominated our global
Christian Fundamentalism." One may not community for so long. Catholicism is not a
consider this movie to be in the category of form of positive expression and only brings
fundamentalism, yet Americans have a hor malevolence to our broken world.

Although it appears that Christ is the last
name of Jesus, it is not. Christ in Latin actu
ally means the "anointed,” a title not added
to his name until the Council of Nicea,
which declared Jesus to be "coetemal" with
the God the Father. Nicea was only one of
seven Councils where all sorts of alterations
were implemented to the Catholic Religion.
Therefore, up until 325 A.D. Jesus was con-
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VAST releases new record with help from fans
Chris Dwyer
Journal Staff
The strain that comes along with being in
a rock band is expressed adequately in many
artists' releases. Now, imagine the bulldozer
of unrestrained emotion falling on one per
son.
Such is the case of neo-gothic offering
VAST, otherwise known as the enclave of
Jon Crosby, the illustrious genius behind the
act.
In a rock world where too much empha
sis is put on the collective, Crosby demon
strates by himself what many fail to do with
a four or five-piece group.
Much like industrial icons Trent Reznor
(Nine Inch Nails) and Richard Patrick
(Filter), Crosby handles not only most of the
project’s music and songwriting, but also
helms the controls as the band’s producer.
VAST is a velvety and sonic soundscape
that combines flavors of goth-influenced
metal, classical arrangements and techoladen pop rock.
Crosby's 1998 VAST debut. Visual Audio
Sensory Theater, hit high marks of all-out
rock 'n' roll with beautiful tinges of cordial
tones with the singles "Touched" and the
somber-yet-erratic "Pretty When You Cry."
Music For People, released in the fall of

2000, furthered the boundaries of Crosby's
musical intellect as well as garnered not
only mass critical appeal, but outstanding
record sales.
Despite selling over 200,000 copies of
Music For People, Crosby and VAST were
dropped from Elektra Records.
This forced the eccentric genius to search
for an alternate route for his band’s next
opus.
Crosby broke new ground in 2003 by
allowing fans of VAST to hear demos of
tracks that would appear on Nude, the band's
third release, before he mixed and mastered
the album.
Considered a “thank you” to his loyal
fans, Crosby offered two 10-song albums in
Turquoise and Crimson.
For only $6, die-hard fans got a chance to
check out what would become Nude.
It marked the first time a band permitted
fans to purchase demos and leave feedback
in order to create a paramount album.
Crosby chose eight songs from
Turquoise and four from Crimson for the
final version of Nude, which was recently
released on 456 Entertainment, a record
label owned by MTV mogul Carson Daly
and Jonathan Rifkind.
Nude is yet another layer of intrigue into
the industrial world of Jon Crosby, as the
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disc foments a solidification of pulchritude
and aggressiveness.
Opening track "Turquoise" is a smooth
electro-bent flush introduction to Nude, as
Crosby relies on his streamlining vocals and
unbarring loops to foil a metallic riff.
"I'm looking for a way to leave the world
today," cries Crosby on the album's first
track.
"Lost" opens with soft female vocals and
a diffused drum loop, but soon a haunting
acoustic guitar and Crosby's touching
singing kicks in.
"Thrown Away" is nearly a straight
ahead alternative metal track, although an
off-key piano coupled with an antagonistic
acoustic layer push the tune into sonic apti
tudes.
Although Crosby and VAST are usually
light on ballads. Nude centers around more
than one.
"Don't Take Your Love Away" is a drably
poignant articulation of life, loss and love;
topics Crosby tackles ever so gently. "Please
don't take your love from me," begs Crosby
over and over again on Nude's most endear
ing tune.
"Japanese Fantasy" is dark and brooding.

as pounding bass and a light guitar gravitate
around Crosby's emotive vocals, "All I
wanted was you."
The song crashes towards the end with
an array of classical guitars and heavy dis
tortion.
“Winter In My Heart” and “Be With Me”
linger on the edge of VAST’s pure atmosperic potential.
"Baby, baby, baby you're like ecstasy,"
croons Crosby on "Ecstasy," a modern rock
offering with Jamming acoustic and electric
guitars, and a continuous piano loop.
Album closer "I Can't Say No (To You)"
is Nude's most artsy, complex and poignant
number. The song strays away from destruc
tive patterns and lets Crosby's thorny vocals
take full attention. A back-layered acoustic
guitar fuels the notion that Nude is VAST's
most disturbing yet beautiful offering to
date.
Nude is a passionately amenable contri
bution, as the brilliance of Jon Crosby
shines through on every melodious and
unforgettable tune on this progressive-yetlush album.
.
VAST are expected to kick off an exten
sive tour in the spring.
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VAST mastermind Jon Crosby unleashes his third sonic offerring in Nude.
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The band Far: A diamond in the rock rough
Lark Rissetto
Journal Staff

There are many bands out there that are
amazingly talented, yet are only appreciated
by other artists.
They are the hidden jewels of the music
world and until they get on MTV no one
looks their way or even cares.
Some bands that have endured this are
the incredible musicians in Hum, old school
rap-rock group Thumb and the alternative
voices of California’s Far.
Even though Far broke up in 1999, what
they left behind were two amazing fulllength records; 1996's Tin Cans with Strings
to Tom and 1998's Water and Solutions.
The first of the two albums contained
what can only be described as hard-hitting,
"in your face," take-no-prisoners type of
rock.
The record is filled with incessant
screaming and angst provoked by inner
struggle and resentment.
The record contained little melody and
was driven by a force very different than that
of Water and Solutions.
The latter record showed astronomical
growth by singer Jonah Sonz Mantranga,
guitarist Shaun Lopez, bassist John
Gutenberger and drummer Chris Robyn.
Instead of staying locked in anger and unre
lenting screaming, the band stepped outside
of the box and explored the beauty of
melodic music.
Water and Solutions starts off with the
track "Bury White" which is perhaps one of

Photo courtesy of Epic Records

Onelinedrawing’s Jonah Mantranga in his early rock days in the melodic Far.

the best songs on the album.
Mantranga's voice starts as a hushed
undertone as he sings, "To resurrect our
selves, we disembowel saints. We never
underestimate the destructive power of
change" and then breaks out his signature
scream when he sings, "No! Never! It's all
gone now!"
The best part of the song that brings

chills is when it sounds as if a synthesizer is
playing something backwards or perhaps it
is an organ playing an eerie tune over the
guitar.
It definitely sets the tone for the rest of
the album.
Far also explored what it’s like to be
catchy on tracks like "Mother Mary," in
which the band evokes their punk roots. One

can't help but tap a foot when Jonah sings,
"Like Elvis, like everyone, we all die. We all
live on in photos and paperbacks. If we're
lucky we're coming back."
The sound that Far adopts on the record
is reminiscent of bands like Hum, Weezer
and pals of the band the Deftones.
Mantranga proved that a vocalist who is
known for screaming non-stop could
explore different styles.
The band slowed their lives down for a
change and made a record that took time to
develop.
Water and Solutions is one of those
records that many musicians own and cher
ish, but few people on the outside possess.
Perhaps this will change and music lovers
from all over will pick up a copy of this old
favorite and cherish it.
Even though Far is no longer a group,
Mantranga did not stop his musical endeav
ors. He is now flying solo with his project
OneLineDrawing and enjoying its success.
It will never compete with the heavy alter
native rush of Water and Solutions, but then
again thinking outside of the box is what
Mantranga does best.

Check out Far if you like:
Hum
The Deftones
Onelinedrawing
Weezer
By A Thread
Sunny Day Real Estate
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Laramie Project leaves audience moved
Dave DuMoulin
Journal Contributor
With the reproduction of such a serious
and tragic event, “The Laramie Project” and
its cast left the audience with a moving and
insightful experience.
Based in Laramie, Wyo., this production
of the tragic story of University of Wyoming
student Matthew Shepard was interpreted
by the students, faculty, staff and adminis
trators of Suffolk University. It was present
ed in a hopeful way with much taken into
consideration.
As the story goes, Shepard, a 21-yearold homosexual student, went out one
evening to a local college bar. He met two
boys who were pretending to be gay. They
later brought Shepard out to a desolate area
where he was robbed, severely beaten and
left for dead. He was found and later died in
a hospital. This tragedy brought nationwide
media attention to the small town of
Laramie.
With more than 30 cast members, each
actor and actress played their particular
roles well and explained the story in great
detail. In addition, the production team was
a very important part to the success of this
performance and set up the stage, lights and
costumes.
The performance was based on the orig
inal "The Laramie Project" written by
Moises Kaufman who works for the
Tectonic Theatre Project. Kaufman along
with his five-member group conducted

more than 200 interviews during a two year
period to try and piece together the story.
Suffolk University student Matt Wilder
played the character of Moises Kaufman.
Directed by Chris DeStefano, this
attempt at bringing the legacy of Shepard to
those unaware of the situation was very suc
cessful.
Many of those in the audience felt the
sadness and frustration of the true story.
Certainly everyone in attendance gained
some insight and some knowledge into the
unfortunate, tragic events that happen in the
world and how they affect so many.
DeStefano did well piecing the story
together and leading his cast to feel and
understand the situation as well as display
the gravity of this tragedy.
Suffolk junior Brendan O'Halloran and
graduate Charlie Cooley played outstanding
roles throughout the performance and senior
Stefanie Hawkes, who played several roles
in "Laramie," felt honored to be part of
something so special.
Melissa Frost, a junior at Suffolk who
attended the show, said she was "moved by
the story and very pleased with the portray
al of such a sensitive subject and controver
sial stoiy."
Many people in attendance were moved
and noticeably sobbing during the perform
ance.
This was a very successful evening for
the cast of “The Laramie Project,” for those
who saw it, felt it and believe in the memo
ry of Matthew Shepard.
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Photo courtesy of Performing Arts Dept.

Junior Matt Wilder (front) played Moises Kaufman in “The Laramie Project.”

"A day can make a
difference."
Each April S.O.U.L.S. sponsors a service day for all members of the Suffolk
Community. Last year over 100 participants volunteered for two-hour shifts at
agencies throughout Boston. If your Club or Organization, Department, co
workers, or friends would like to volunteer as a group, this is your opportunity to
dive into community service together! Group sign-up is an awesome idea for
students on the same floor of the Residence Halls, as well as Club members,
grad fellows, faculty, and friends!
Following Service Day, S.O.U.L.S. will host a COMPLIMENTARY Service Day
Celebration Dinner. This dinner recognizes the past year of service at Suffolk
University. We hope all Service Day participants will join us along with
volunteers from the entire year and our service partners! During the dinner,
highlights of the year in service will be shared and the 2003-04 Good Person
Award will be announced. The Good Person award recognizes one student and
one faculty or staff member who has made a difference in the Suffolk
Community and Greater Boston area.

SERVICE DAV 2004
April 2nd
Group & Individual
Sign-Ups
NOW AVAILABLE
Pick up in Donahue Room 424
or online at
www.suffolk.edu/communityseruice

For more
details contact $.O.U.L.$. at
50UL$(?suffolk.edu or call 617.305.6306
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“DefineMim
March 9th
11:30
Donahue 4th Floor
A Suffolk Samaritan Award goes to the program. Raising Awareness, sub
mitted by ten students and their professor in the Fine Arts Seminar at the
New England School of Art and Design at Suffolk University. The team
includes: Associate Professor Audrey Goldstein, Colleen Donovan, Sara
Dzadik (“ja-dik’), Lindsay Hargis, Nichole Kaye, Sean Levisman, Shannon
McManus, Matt Reilly, Pornsit Tangchitnob (“porn-sit tang-chit-nob”), Moira
Thompson, and Meghan Turbitt. Each student submitted a separate pro
posal to create an original artwork based on research into the conditions
and treatment of depression. These creative visualizations will be displayed
in a common area on campus as a means of providing a different and poten
tially
deeper
understanding
of
student
depression. At the opening reception, viewers will be able to record their
thoughts and reactions in a comment book, and there will be a facilitated
discussion. A photographic record made of the exhibit will be given to the
Counseling Center for future use.
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America’s Love isn’t so sweet and iikes it
Eric Feigner
OSU Daily Barometer (Oregon State U.)

(U-WIRE) CORVALLIS, Ore. - The
thing that makes civilized society so won
derful is the inevitable laws of probability
that come with living in it.
Unfortunately, it's a double-edged sword.
On one hand, probability is great because it
allows people to stop worrying, but it also
opens the door for laziness when it conies to
being decisive.
There's something profound to be said
about an artist when every presumptuous
music critic is waiting with their literary
rifles, loaded and cocked, ready to gun their
album down.
Enter Courtney Love and her solo debut,
America's Sweetheart. Months before it was
released, there was already a tornado of bad
press surrounding every aspect of this
album.
It's easy to say Love has sabotaged her
own efforts when it comes to judging her art
on a purely musical level with her circussideshow-like antics, but it seems unani
mous: No one wants this album to succeed
any more than they want to admit they were
wrong.
The thing is, it could have been one of
those larger-than-life moments. Courtney,
with a timid smile, the hooks of addiction no
longer lodged in her back, going against
impossible odds and creating an album that
blows every last one of her critics away. It
could have been the underdog story of the
year.
Instead of delivering the mind-blowing,
majestic, magnificent album that would
have silenced eveiy last naysayer. Love cre

Photo courtesy of Virgin Records

Alt-rock queen Courtney Love bares all on solo debut disc America’s Sweetheart.
ated something totally underwhelming,
weak and overly depressing.
The album opens with a track called
"Mono," a bleak and empty song, which is
sad, because it's probably the album's best
cut.
Emerging out of the mishmash of distort
ed guitar sludge, annoying feedback and
muddy bass. Love, who sounds like she has

been living on a steady diet of unfiltered cig
arettes, glass and bee stingers confidently
screams, "Did you miss me?" It's almost
laughable how hard Love tries to piss peo
ple off and further perpetuate her image as
raving lunatic.
Halfway through the album, on a track
called "All the Drugs," it's apparent Love
hasn't changed her ways one bit. She's still a

perpetual bruise of a person and the scars of
her addiction are in plain sight.
It's depressing to hear her paint a
depressing self portrait with her cliche-butstill-alarming lyrics: "With all of my love /
with all of my money / it doesn't feel as
good as the drugs."
Like a reverse King Midas, Love some
how manages to bungle what would seem
like a sure-fire hit, considering the crackteam she had working behind the scenes.
Matchbox Twenty producer Matt Serletic,
Christina Aguilera's writer, Linda Perry and
famous Elton John lyricist Bemie Taupin
are all credited on the album.
There is an unspoken rule among selfrespecting musicians: Do not try to emulate,
cover or copy Nirvana.
It's a good thing Love owns the rights to
most of Nirvana's material because "I'll Do
Anything" is the most blatant and disgusting
"Smells Like Teen Spirit" rip-off ever
recorded.
Love, singing about speed over her dead
husband's famous 4-chord progression
should be surprising, but in the context of
Courtney, nothing's shocking.
All of the trash-talkers were right and the
laws of probability hold true yet again; this
album isn't very good, but America's
Sweetheart does give amazing insight into
Love's brain.
Based on these 10 songs, it's apparent she
is fully conscious of her actions, she
acknowledges the repercussions and, most
importantly, she likes it. It's a discouraging
ride that goes nowhere.
Hoping to turn heads. Love ultimately
fulfills her long-standing prophecy and ends
up turning stomachs instead.

University Dateline
For more information for getting your event listed in Dateiine
contact the Student Activities Office at (617) 573-8082.
Wednesday, March 3

Friday, March 5

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. SGA Elections 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Mock Interview
in the Sawyer Lobby
Day (thirty minute appts.) RSVP to
12:00 p.m. TOEFL Workshop
careers (asuffolk.edu
5:30 p.m. An Evening with President 3:00 p.m. Conversation Workshop
Sargent
7:00 p.m. A World of Style Fashion
Service Scholar Applications Due
Show presented by CSN in the C. Walsh
Interested in joining Suffolk's Biological Theater, Tickets available at the HUB
Society? Applications are available in and the door
p.m.
Boston
Celtics
vs.
the Biology Dept (A501) and are due by 7:30
March 10
Washington Wizards at the Fleet Center,
Tickets $10 and are available at the
Thursday, March 4
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. SGA Elections HUB, sponsored by Program Council
in the Donahue Lobby and 11:00 a.m. - Program Council E-board Applications
Due
2:00 p.m. at NESAD
Saturday, March 6
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. "That Ain't No
Way To Treat A Lady" A theater per Last Day of Executive MBA Winter
formance on domestic violence by Ciasses
Nancy Hulse in the Regan Gym
8:00 p.m. VSA Extravaganza in the C.
1:00 p.m. - 2:15 p.m. Career Doctor in Walsh Theater
the Donahue Lobby
Monday, March 8
3:30 p.m. Graduate Presentation 11:00-12:00 p.m. Buddhist Meditation
Workshop
in D540
4:30 p.m. Thursday Night Supper Club, 2:00 p.m. Student Media Information
meet in the Donahue Lobby

Session in D535
3:00 p.m. Pronunciation Workshop

Tuesday, March 9
1:00-2:30 p.m. "Marketing Your
Leadership Positions During Your Job
Search" in D403
2:00 p.m. Student Media Information
Session in D535
3:30 p.m. Graduate Writing Workshop
6:00 p.m. MBA Information Session at
Dean College
6:30 p.m. Undergraduate Information
Session at Dean College

Wednesday, March 10
11:45 a.m.-l:00 p.m. Career Doctor in
the Sawyer Lobby
12:00 p.m. TOEFL Workshop
3:30-4:00 p.m. "One Stop" Event
Planning Operations Meeting in D535
5:00 p.m. Wednesday Night Supper
Club (meet in the Donahue Lobby)
8:00 p.m. Enough in the Cafeteria of 10
Somerset St. (part of March Movie
Madness)
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SGA e-board indirectly chosen through elections
Elections from page 1
Friday at 2 p.m. in the SGA office, “willing
to talk about the constitution” and consider
student recommendations.
Rodrigues and Harlow said in the next
three weeks they would approach students
with the new proposals, though there's no
promise either of them would address exec
utive positions.
One proposal maintains the present class
structure system, mostly focusing on proce
dures and duties of members and commit
tees, especiaqlly those with financial obliga
tions.
The other proposal would abolish the
hierarchical aspect of class structures within
SGA, scrapping president, vice president
and representative positions for senators
instead. ■
Each of the classes would have six sena
tors, as opposed to four representatives and
one president and one vice president as it
now stands. It would expand SGA by cre
ating four senator-at-large positions.
Steve Maher, who represents the class of
2007 and is running to become its president,
said he is “very against [the current] sys
tem... I think all e-board positions should
be elected.”
He is especially opposed to the proposed
shift to senators. “It would destroy any
chance individual classes have of function
ing individually of the whole [association],”

GeiTiMGattention
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Maher said, and “would give the e-board
extraordinary powers” because it would get
rid of class leadership positions. “It's
important to preserve the class leadership
structure,” he said.
Under the senator-based proposal, he
added, “there would be no student-appoint
ed leader of that [class].”
“If they do pass the new constitution and I hope they don't - it's important the eboard becomes elected by the student
body,” Maher said. “I'd like to see students
vote for those positions...”
Jessica Pappas, who is running for presi
dent of the 2005 class, said the election of
executive officers is a “hard issue to get
into.” “We'd rather have representatives of
constituents be able to vote... instead of stu
dents voting in someone they don't neces
sarily know,” she said.
“I want it to be as democratic as possi
ble,” Pappas said. “I think the system
implemented now is a good system for
now.” Pappas, presently a class representa
tive, said the current system is a “round
about way students [get to vote] for the eboard...”
Pappas' opponent in the election,
Langdon “Scooter” Walper, who represents
his class as president and is otherwise
known as “the other, other white meat” by
his campaign, said he is “indifferent on the
issue.”
“I trust the people who are elected to

Tjrq 5
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vote on the right candidates [for e-board],”
Walper said this week as he stood outside
Donahue seeking votes. “You trust that
people you have elected make the right
decisions.”
For transfer student John D'Agosta, a
junior, the current election system signals
“it's pretty clear there isn't much authority
given to the people being voted for.” He
said he views SGA as an intermediary force
that takes suggestions from students and
relays them to the administration.
If the president of SGA, for instance,
were voted on by students, D'Agosta said, “I
think more people would vote. People
would have a lot more value for it. People's
motivation to vote is related to the impact
the people they are voting for will actually
have on their lives.”
Harlow said more students would vote in
elections “if multiple candidates ran for
each position.”
This year only the president for the class
of 2005 is being contested. Rodrigues said
SGA has “never had this lack of vacancies”
in its recent history.
Last year about 130 students voted in the
election. SGA members said voter turnout
numbers this year would not be available
until the contest comes to a close on
Thursday.
Rob Laurent of Students for Peace and
Justice said the system SGA has a “is
designed to be representational.” He also

said he did not view having, or not having,
direct elections of executive board members
as “a big issue.”
John Jarowski, a senior government
major, was surprised when he learned how
SGA picks its leadership. Of executive offi
cers, he said, “I think they should be chosen
directly by the student body. Some would
argue that isn't efficient, but nevertheless
students should be able to chose who is in
what position.”
Jarowski said the current structure sug
gests to him “the underlying assumption
that those who are elected.. .are better capa
ble of choosing who is best fit to serve with
in the institution” than students, the original
voters.
“Just because you've been elected to
some position doesn't mean you have more
authority than those who elected you to that
position,” he said.
To increase voter turnout this election
SGA went with a “media blitz,” members
said. Candidates' speeches were taperecorded and played in the Donahue lobby
during voting hours. Rodrigues said past
attempts at having candidates present their
speeches live to an audience were “ineffec
tive.”
Rodrigues said getting more students to
vote relied on “attracting them with the sub
stance of our organization,” adding he was
“not satisfied with the fact people don't
vote.”
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Have an upcoming event and don't know how to get the word out?

PLACE AN AD IN THE SUFFOLK JOURNAL!
The Suffolk Journal only accepts advertisements that fit the sizes listed
below. The Journal does not run classified advertisements, but recom
mends an 1/8 page ad. Any advertisement that does not conform with the
set sizes is subject to a creation fee.

1/8 Page Ad
size: 4.875” x 3.875” or 4 7/8” x 3 7/8”
price: $30 on campus $60 off campus

nc-

1/4 Page Ad
size: 4.875” x 7.8” or 4 7/8” x 7 3/4”
price: $60 on campus $100 off campus
1/2 Page Ad
size: 10” X 7.8” or 10” x 7 3/4”
price: $120 on campus $180 off campus
3/4 Page Ad
size: 10” x 11.6” or 10” x 11 5/8”
price: $180 on campus $260 off campus
Full Page Ad
size: 10" x 15.66” or 10” x 15 2/3”
price: $240 on campus $350 off campus

Rates are subject to space availability and do not include additional service fees,
advertisement design fees or discounts. Please verify the size and price prior to
submitting.
All advertisements must be submitted by 5 p.m. the Friday before
publication to avoid late fees.

THAN MILK CRATES!
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Suffolk basketball ousted from GNAC tourney
Rich Parenteau
Journal Staff

Another Suffolk basketball sea
son is in the books as last week’s
first round of the GNAC tourna
ment marked the end of two
valiant mns by both the Suffolk
men's and women's basketball
teams. Both teams locked up the
fourth seed in their tournaments
and hosted first round games at
Regan Gymnasium.
The men took on rival Emerson
on Feb. 24 but fell short, losing 85
68. Senior Chris Fritch tallied 16
points and dished out five assists,
while junior Scott Meier added 10
points. Suffolk won the turnover
battle but their defense could not
hold back Emerson's hot shooters,
as the Lions shot 58 percent from
the floor.
Suffolk could not keep up with
the offensive production of
Emerson and the loss brought the
Rams to an even 13-13 to end the
season.
The Rams put forth a tremen
dous effort, not only in the tourna
ment game, but all season long.
Their record and the result of their
last game serves them no justice
and does not exemplify how much
skill, heart and character the team
has. Throughout the year, the team
stayed committed and played as
one, not caring about individual
accolades.
Coach Dennis McHugh was
proud of the effort that the players
brought day in and day out during

the season, regardless of the out
come. "We had a great group of
kids and they worked hard," he
said.
McHugh highlighted the fact
that i t w as t he t earn c oncept t hat
prevailed on the court. "We were
one of the highest scoring teams
and I don't think we had anyone
average more than 17 points a
game," he said.
The Rams had eight players
with more than 100 points on the
season, with Scott Meier leading
the way with 335, followed by
Eric Jenkins' 298. Chris Fritch
cracked the century mark in assists
with 1 03 on the year, while Neil
Simard led the team with 152
rebounds.
The team fought hard this sea
son and, as McHugh said, every
game was a coin flip as to who
would come out on top. "It was a
great league this year. Everybody
was a competitor. There were no
automatic L's or W's."
He added witth a laugh, “It’s
what makes coaches lose their
hair.’’
You can bet that the Rams will
be back next season. The team’s
year-round commitment will pro
vide for another suspenseful sea
son next year.
The Lady Rams tried to give
Suffolk a tourney win on Feb. 25
against the Simmons College
Sharks. It was a defensive first
half, with missed shots, turnovers
and few offensive plays. At 21-21
starting the second half, one team

was going to have to step up on the
offensive side of the ball in order
to
take home
the
win.
Unfortunately for Suffolk it would
not be the Rams. Simmons took
control and won 63-54.
When all was said and done no
one could deny the Lady Rams’
intensity. Their effort was nothing
short of extraordinary.
Junior Allison Fox dropped 11
points and brought in a game high
15 rebounds, while freshman Jenn
Fogg added 13 points and 13
boards. Fox also led the team with
a season high 299 total points and
197 rebounds.
It was senior Krista Savard’s
last game in a Suffolk jersey. The
team captain finished her season
with 221 points.
The loss against Simmons did
not strike any regret in the heart of
Head Coach Ed Leyden. “I wasn’t
disappointed in the kids,” said
Leyden. “The effort was there. The
preparation was there. They want
ed to win but the game didn’t go
our way.”
A series of front and backrimmed shots was the ultimate
story of the game, keeping Suffolk
from moimting a comeback. “We
got great shots,” said Leyden.
“Sometimes you think the gods are
there just knocking the ball away.”
In spite of the season-ending
loss, Leyden said he had an over
whelming feeling of satisfaction
on the team’s success this year.
“The people on the team were just
wonderful to be with. I kind of
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Brian Messenger - Journal Staff

Suffolk’s offense suffers during their Feb. 24 game against
Emerson College in the Regan Gymnasium.
cherish coaching people who want
to be coached and who aren’t
afiraid to work hard,” he said.
With only one senior in Savard
leaving the team and with the rest
projected to come back next win
ter, the Rams should be back in the
tourney again next year.
With the experience of Fox and
fellow junior guard Nicole
Wellington, matched with upcom
ing freshman Jenn Fogg and oth
ers, Suffolk should be much

improved come next season.
“We’ve got a long way to go,”
Leyden said. “If the kids look in
the mirror and figure out what they
need to get better at and get better
at one thing, then I think we have
a chance to be good.”
Regardless of how the year
turned out for both Rams teams,
nothing can take away from the
pride the university has for them
and their relentless effort that they
gave to every game.

On Baseball

Suffolk baseball charges into 2004 season
Garrett Quinn
Journal Staff

The Suffolk Rams baseball team will
start their 2004 season on March 6 in a dou
bleheader at home against Framingham
State. Rams Manager Cary McConnell is
likening the game to an exhibition game
because it is so early in the season.
The team is currently preparing for its
annual trip to Florida for the Clearwater
Invitational Tournament. Over the course of
nine days the Rams will play 11 games,
including two doubleheaders. One of the
doubleheaders will take place at the Toronto
Blue Jays spring training complex.
Almost the same group of players from
2003 will be returning for the 2004 season.
Notably, starter Billy Waters, utility infield
er Kevin Kelley, and the former team cap
tain leftfielder Bryan McManaway will all
not be back this season.
The loss of Waters 2.50 ERA will hurt
more than anything but a new ace has
emerged on the Rams pitching staff:
Anthony Del Prete. Prete, a right-handed
senior from East Boston, throws in the 86
88 mph range.
“He has really great control of his three
pitches. He throws a mean fastball, a change

up, and a ‘slurve’ that has really great move
ment,” McConnell said. A “slurve” is a cross
between a slider and a curve with a hard
break to it. “He can beat the good teams,”
McConnell said.
Last season Del Prete went 6-1 out of a
possible eight decisions, garnered a
respectable 3.13 ERA and a low WHIP of
1.058 through 63 1/3 innings. Del Prete led
the team in strikeouts with 53 Ks.
McCoimell said his rotation, with the
exception of Del Prete, isn’t set in stone. The
remaining four spots will most likely be
filled by: Senior Mark Piantedosi a knucklebailer (a risky trade in college baseball) of
Waltham, sophomore Rony Mercado a
pitcher with “nasty stuff” in 88-89 mph
range who had his 2003 season cut short by
injury, sophomore utility outfielder Mike
Rigazio of Somerville, junior Justin
Waskiewicz of Marston Mills throws in the
85MPH range with solid control, and senior
Kris Stokes of Fall River, hit .for a respecatble .325 last season.
As far as a bullpen goes McConnell
doesn’t have a designated closer. “We have
guys we use as starters. We don’t have that
one guy we give the ball to close out the
game...the bullpen [is] the only question
mark we really have on this team,” he said

Two questions for the bullpen will be
how University of Massachusetts Lowell
transfer John Northrop turns out and how
well Jared Blandino recovers from an elbow
injury. In the mean time if McConnell needs
a closer it will most likely be Del Prete.
As far as specialists go freshman south
paw Ron Nelson of Shrewsbury will be the
lefty specialist and sophomore Joe Kenney
will be the right handed specialist.
All-American center fielder Mike
Maguire will be most likely be leading off
for the Rams. After hitting .454/40 RBI
/7HR along with .531 OBP Maguire. He’s a
pretty decent fielder too, with great range, a
fielding percentage of .980, and only one
error all last season. Hitting second will be
sophomore shortstop Matt Batchelder. The
returning starter had a decent season hitting
.359/41/2. The only non native New
Englander on the team, sophomore catcher
Trevor Grimshaw, will be hitting third. The
Pennsylvania native and contact hitter bat
ted a nasty .394/23/2 last season and had a
modest .492 OBP. Pretty impressive for a
freshman catcher who will continue to
improve.
In the clean up spot is a Massasoit trans
fer Tamayo Manzinillo. He was First Team
All New England in the NJCAA last season.

In the five hole is freshman Marvin
Malaret. Sixth, and most likely in left field
will be Senior Kris Stokes. Stokes was
Second Team All-GNAC his freshman and
sophomore year. Last season the power hit
ter had an OK season, hitting .325 with 30
RBI’s and 5 HRs. The seventh spot in the
order will be reserved for the designated hit
ter. The DH will be either sophomore Mike
Rigazio or sophomore Marc Exarhopolous.
These two kids will get plenty of pinch hit
opportunities too.
At eight is sophomore first baseman
Kevin Reedy; the returning starter hit
.276/12/1. Hitting ninth will be senior third
baseman Pat Murphy. Murphy made first
team GNAC last year and hit a sound
.387/34/0 with an OBP of .447.
Overall, the team doesn’t have many
holes defensively or offensively. It appears
their weakness will be in their youthfiil
pitching staff. “We’ve got a pretty balanced
team. We’re not overpowering, we’re
aggressive. We take a lot of pitches and
work the counts,” McConnell said.
The team did have a .442 OBP last sea
son and their opponents had a dreadful .359
OBP. “We can mn too. We’re not afraid to
get a man on base and manufacture a run
when we need to,” McCoimell said.

